
The Flintstones™ Bedrock™ Bowling 
Product Features

 The Flintstones™ Bedrock™ Bowling is a 3D arcade, non-traditional bowling game for 
PlayStation® where Fred’s space friend Gazoo has transformed the entire Town of Bedrock into 
giant bowling lanes.  Gamers will have full control over the giant ball all the way down each alley as 
they use contraptions and avoid hazards in their attempt to knock down the pins scattered at various 
points along the bowling lane.

 Players bowl as Fred Flintstone, Barney Rubble, Pebbles, Bamm Bamm or Dino.  After the 
characters approach the lane, they ride in a hollowed-out half bowling shell over which the player can
control the movement of the ball left, right and turbo.

 Instead of smooth, straight lanes, players bowl on twisting and turning obstacle courses filled with 
elements that can help or hurt their scores. Pins and other collectible items are placed all over the 
slopes and curves of Bedrock. 

 Lanes are located at the Main Quarry, the Tar Pit, Barney’s Backyard Pool, the Bedrock Expressway,
Slate’s Crystal Mine, the Bedrock Drive-In, the Volcano, the Quarry Gravel Factory and Gazoo’s 
bonus lanes in space.  Each lane rewards superior performance with extended play for additional 
points and a higher bonus score.

 Players may use objects located on each lane to change direction and increase their score.  These 
objects include dinosaur drawbridges, squirrel-powered conveyor belts, water geysers, kegs of 
blasting powder, oil slicks, tar patches, ramps, freeway cars, and crystal spiders.

 Players may choose single-player bowling or multi-player bowling with up to four players taking 
turns on each alley.

 Three difficulty settings 
 Developed by Adrenalin Interactive and published by SouthPeak Interactive
 Available Fall 2000
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